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Pop-Rock and romantic songs from a Hungarian-Danish-American musical heart 11 MP3 Songs POP:

70's Pop, ROCK: Modern Rock Details: We Can Be Forever Young! This is everything that a song needs

to be. I t brought me back to a time when I felt secure and happy. The melody was so original and

memorable I almost fell off my chair, The verse is so singable, not to mention the segue to the best

chorus on numberonemusic. The production was flawless till the end. The mix had the right amount of

everything so i didnt have to look for it. I honestly think this is a monster smash by a great original artist.

Hunt this down now! Luke ****** Our Review After reviewing some of the tracks on this latest composition,

we can safely say that once again Atilla has outdone himself by showing us he can cover virtually any

type of music on cue. With a modest, but not overbearing touch of the orient on his latest masterpiece, we

were very impressed with it's style. With this latest, he brings forth yet another side of his soul never

revealed before, and puts it in to a melodic trance we can all appreciate. On this latest CD he also

introduces us to a new talent. Her name is Chanett Kolds, and she has one of those voices you can easily

get used to listening to. We hope that maybe in the future the 2 of them can pair up and pssibly record

some duets together. We are sure with Attila's ability to cover many octave ranges, and Chanett with her

soft sensual voice, can open yet another chapter in this fine composer's book. Well done Attila, Keep up

the good work. On-Nation Weekly Free Press Composers World ****** BIO Five years old he began to

read notes and play the accordion - Hungarian, Czechoslovakian and German folk music, as well as

international evergreens. In1972, he was studying classical flute and piano at Budapest Conservatory in

Hungary for five years. After graduating, instead of classical music he picked up the guitar and played

pop rock music in various bands. In 1975 passed an exam in a school of Entertaining on Piano. Again as

a keyboard-player he was on the road for 10 years in western-Europe with different groups (playing Rock,
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Country, R&B, Pop, Entertaining music). In 1984 settled down in Denmark, where in 1988 had a

daughter, Marie He makes living by entertaining at private parties, and in the sparetime by composing

music.
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